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A SOCIALIST 2018 IN
MONTGOMERY COUNTY
Montgomery County enters a new
era in 2018: the first county races
where County Council candidates
have the option of using Public
Financing rather than capitalist
wealth to finance their campaigns,
an unprecedented number of
progressive candidates are vying for
At-Large Council seats. An effort is
underway by the County Democratic
Party to revitalize the Precint Chair
position and a horde of left-liberal,
progressive, and socialists
organizations are taking root.
It isn’t all good news. GOP candidate
and operative Robin Ficker
succeeded in finally passed a term
limits referendum, effectively
ending the Council c areers of three
candidates. Fifty of the wealthiest
residents are exposing bare the
backs of the working class to the
whip of austerity in an ongoing
budget crisis. Our elected
Democrats are not profiles in
courage, cowering before demands
to cut spending rather than demand
the rich pay taxes.
Further, our county has zero means
for people to learn about these
issues. The death of our local news
media has coincided with the rise of
the neoliberal media market. In the
neoliberal news complex, local
issues are bypassed unless they
serve to further disconnect and
disorganize our communities. As a
result, our comrades and neighbors
are less resilient to the forces of
capitalism, and more distrustful of
one another.
Commonwealth exists to remedy
these crises. We are a collective of
writers, commentators, and artists
who believe a path to socialism
exists, and it goes through
Montgomery County. Among the
aims of Commonwealth is to
educate Montgomery County
residents about their community
and politics, as well as how socialist
solutions approach local issues.
Besides news and commentary, the
blog is a space for visual art, fiction,
poetry, and anything else that stirs
the imagination and shows solidarity
with our socialist cause. We are
always open to your submissions
and your proposals.
Our visions for Montgomery County
is one that works for the many, not
the few. Help us attain that future!
-The editors and writers of
Commonwealth

WHEN KIDS FIGHT IN
SCHOOL, WE DON’T
BLAME THE RIGHT
THINGS
Montgomery County Parents
watching the NBC 4 evening
news on November 30th were
met with an alarming warning.
Speaking above a chryon
reading “Fight Fears,” anchor
Pat Lawson Muse announced:
“Only on 4 tonight, video that
will make you think twice about
your children’s safety at school.”
They cut to blurry, jostled cell
phone footage showing high
school students fighting in a
hallway. “This is from inside
Gaithersburg High School,”
Lawson Muse elaborates.
“Students punching each other,
pulling each others’ hair,
wrestling each other to the
ground.”
The story matched her worried
tone. Reporter Chris Gordon
interviews an anonymous
Gaithersburg High teacher;
seen only from the back and
wearing a hoodie, the teacher’s
voice is distorted because they
“fear[] violence.” The teacher
sent NBC 4 several videos of
students fighting on school
grounds, and we learn that
many of them now “face
disciplinary action.” According
to Gordon, “Some students
seem to be out of control.”
Whether the students we see
lack behavioral control is a
question for a psychologist,
though it is handy to remember
they’re children and children
have been fighting each other
since before the advent of cell
phone cameras. One thing is
clear, however: they do lack
institutional control, the kind
they would need to truly
remedy their circumstances.
Simply put, kids fighting in the
hallway don’t have a compelling
reason to be in the classroom.
And it doesn’t appear much is
being done to fix that.
Schools tend to reproduce––or
at very least permit––class
identities and inequities that
already exist. Commenting on
Paul Willis’ 1975 book Learning
to Labor, Stanley Aronowitz
explains how kids, in spite of
the best-laid plans of schooling,
“through their own activity and
ideological development,
reproduce themselves as a
working class. The mechanism
is their opposition to authority,
their refusal to submit to the
imperatives of a curriculum that
encourages social mobility
through acquisition of
credentials” (xi).
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On the whole, MCPS attends to
the ‘acquisition of credentials’
remarkably well. The real estate
site Niche.com ranks MCPS in
the top 6% nationally and first
overall of twenty-four Maryland
school districts. The
Washington Post ranked seven
MCPS schools in the top 10
“most challenging schools” in
Maryland in 2017, and the top 5
slots are all MCPS schools:
Poolesville, Richard
Montgomery, Winston Churchill,
Bethesda-Chevy Chase, and
Walt Whitman.
Gaithersburg High School,
however, does not boast similar
accolades. It is unranked by US
News. But the US News report
on Gaithersburg also points to
non-academic categories that
separate it from the top 5
schools above: it is
considerably poorer, at 44%
economically disadvantaged.
At 21% economically
disadvantaged, Richard
Montgomery comes closest, but
take a moment to compare
Gaithersburg’s 44% to
Bethesda-Chevy Chase’s 12%,
Poolesville’s 7%, Winston
Churchill’s 5%, Walt Whitman’s
3%.
This is the context in which
students “refus[e] to submit to
the imperatives of a
curriculum.” Imagine going to
the DMV and filling out optional
forms even though you are told
these will have no bearing on
your ability to drive. If, like
DMV’s, schools under capitalism
are in the business of merely
conferring credentials, why
should students care about
earning them if their class
identity vastly curtails any
social cache the credentials
might afford?
MCPS has promised to
reacclimate the offending
students using restorative
rather than punitive justice,
and––if appropriate time and
resources are allocated––this
response is laudable, given the
context of modern schooling.
But it will not alter an
educational system where
participation is only relevant to
those with class privilege. Until
we overturn a social order that
allows those with wealth and
status to accumulate more of it
it simply by existing, MCPS
schools cannot guarantee an
equal opportunity for all.
BY EV RUSSELL
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MONTGOMERY COUNTY’S
$120 MILLION BUDGET
GAP -- OUR LOCAL
BOURGEOISIE ARE
CYNICALLY PROFITING,
WHILE WE GET
AUSTERITY
The county is facing a surprising
$120 million budget as reported by
Bethesda Beat in a detailed article
earlier this month. The situation is
an almost entirely temporary bump
in an otherwise healthy economy
resulting from a shortfall in
expected tax revenue; but, as we’ll
see, therein lies an interesting
example of an anti-democratic
tendency within capitalism.
In order to remedy the budget gap,
County Executive Ike Leggett is
proposing 2% cuts across the board
for executive branch departments.
There’s a call by the county’s chief
administrative officer, Tim Firestine
for a further round 3% cuts. County
budget director Jennifer Hughes
says there will be 4.8% less available
for county departments in the
upcoming fiscal year. There is a
freeze on hiring new county
employees and even the threat of
layoffs.
The fascinating reason politicians
are willing to levy cuts to public
services and public workers is that
the fifty top taxpayers have held
back on paying their taxes. This
allows them to reap big rewards
from the provisions in the recently
passed federal GOP tax bill
monstrosity.
County council legislative analyst
Jacob Sesker reported to the
council that those families reported
half as much in capital gains as they
did in previous years. To hold out for
a tax cut, the rich are willing to let a
county of over 1 million undergo
austerity -- cuts to social spending
that impact our daily lives.
What Montgomery County now faces
is a miniature crisis of capitalism. A
community so sharply divided
among rich and poor can’t be
sustained democratically because
not only do certain areas of the
county hold a majority of the wealth,
but they also command fringe
benefits of holding wealth.
One such advantage of being
wealthy is the ability to contract out
daily management routines, such as
money management. Most people
don’t have access to the funds
necessary to hire someone to assist
them in taking advantage of the tax
code. Another advantage includes
having the time, and especially the
money, to participate meaningfully
in decision making for our
community. In a word, the capitalist
state better equips capitalists to
engage in the government than it
does for workers.
Campaign season makes the latter
advantage explicitly visible. Take
candidate for county executive and
current Delegate Bill Frick, who took
time off from planning his fundraiser
with millionaire wine dealer David
Trone to misplace blame for the
$120 million budget shortfall:
“Despite an increase in the
recordation tax, and a nearly 9
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All of this is not to say Reimer is
not a good liberal. In fact, his
latest liberal reform measure
isn’t so bad. But in order to
think as socialists, not socialdemocrats or “progressives”, we
need proposals to push a liberal
plan into the realm of socialist
reforms.
percent increase in property taxes,
we find ourselves without sufficient
revenues to pay for these
councilmembers’ pet projects, and,
as a result, public services are being
cut.” -Frick, WaPo 12/4
Fricks’s claim is important to
dissect. It points to an important
feature about Montgomery County
voters, about reforming capitalism
generally, and his own
incompetence.
It’s worth pointing out that Frick’s
pet project is to privatize the
county’s liquor monopoly. Even
setting aside the fact that Frick
does fundraising with a capitalist
who benefits from an open liquor
market, the economic merit of the
county’s liquor control pertaining to
the budget can’t be questioned -- it
brings in at least $30 million in
revenue each year.
Upon closer examination Frick's
politically opportunist statement is
self-defeating. If the county is
facing a shortfall despite raising
taxes, despite low unemployment
and despite offering up hundreds of
thousands of dollars to entice
developers and hoteliers, where is
the money going? If taxes are raised
but the revenue never comes, what
answer are we left with other than
the money is still being hoarded by
the wealthy to exact political
revenge and personal enrichment?
Frick’s own statement
acknowledges that Potomac and
Bethesda resemble offshore tax
havens.
A bigger issue than Bill Frick’s inane
comments is the pattern of
reactionary responses by the local
rich and the upper middle class of
Montgomery County.
Frick is referencing property tax
raises that occurred in 2015 (which
arguably have little to do with the
$120 million shortfall). Then, in a
2016 election where a majority of a
liberal county pridefully voted for
the liberal presidential candidate,
voters also sprung for a ballot
referendum to impose term limits on
county councillors.The driving force
behind the referendum was a
longtime Republican candidate and
operative pitting the anger of voters
against politicians for raising
property taxes.
The old political wisdom that voters
cast their ballots with their wallets
in mind proved true. Never mind that
the benefit of taxing property
owners, who are largely wealthier
white communities, benefits the
communities that predominantly
rent, have little wealth, and come
from diverse backgrounds. The
success of the referendum (69% in
favor) after failing twice previously
tells us that, no matter the merit of
term limits, Montgomery County
voters are highly susceptible to
reactionary thought and
provocation.
The reactionary tendency of the
wealthy, and those who erroneously
believe they’ll eventually be wealthy,
is one of the central features of
capitalist society. The smallest move
towards redistributive policies
galvanized one portion of the
population against another. The rich
want more accumulation of wealth
and more socialization of debts; the

rest of us need the public spending
made possible by taking from the
wealthy what they acquire through
exploitation. Of course, the wealthy
are better at playing this game
because they command all the
resources necessary to win.
What actions are left to the people
facing the brunt of the austerity
cuts?
County Executive Ike Leggett holds
annual forums on the budget for the
upcoming fiscal year. It is worth
planning to visit him with a few
comrades and ask:
Will he demand these fifty families
pay their share in taxes this year, for
the benefit of the county? Why
won’t he call for these 50 families to
file taxes every day he remains in
office?
Will he support Delegate David
Moon’s (D - District 20) bill that
would strip a tax loophole carved
out for Montgomery County Country
Clubs?
Demand he change his previous
opinion, and support Councilperson
Tom Hucker’s initiative to found a
County-run Student Loan
Refinancing Center.
Other measures, like the one just
passed by the county council, to
further benefit the rich and
propertied class through tax scams
must be disavowed and any vote in
favor of the legislation ridiculed
relentlessly.

On November 14th Reimer
introduced Bill 38-17 to
mandate developers build more
Moderately Priced Dwelling
Units (MPDUs) in High School
Service Areas that have low
poverty rates. The bill will judge
poverty rates by how many
students are enrolled in Free
and Reduced Price Meals
(FARMs) and bump the required
MPDUs from 12.5% to 15% if less
than 15% of the student
population are FARMs eligible.
Part of the goal is to mingle
financially unequal families in
one school district to close the
infamous Montgomery County
Education Gap.
This isn’t necessarily bad.
Socialists should encourage
liberal reforms that remove
barriers put in place by
unchosen social disadvantages
such as where people are born
or brought up.
But Reimer’s bill presupposes a
meritocracy where, as long as a
child has access to quality
education, inborn skills are
nurtured and lay the foundation
for a successful life. If that isn’t
the result, the meritocratic view
blames the individual, not on a
society beholden to capitalists’
interests.

As socialist, we reject this view
and seek to eliminate any
unchosen disadvantages
resulting from formal structural
oppression, social
circumstances or inborn traits
that affect enjoying a
reasonable living. Socialist
proposals would also
emphasize solidarity and
community such as providing
social services, health services,
and social gathering space as a
right rather than a costly
privilege. A socialist
counterproposal to Reimer
would be a “non-reformist
reform”, a reform that doesn’t
recognize capitalist needs,
criteria, and rationales as its
foundation.
One proposal is to replace
Reimer’s bill with a housing
program that more closely
reflects the social housing
program of Austria known as
Red Vienna. Radical municipallevel projects that don’t just
seek to provide shelter but also
cultural revitalization and social
services like child care,
healthcare and education are
the way forward for
Montgomery County. And the
county knows this, having
hosted a discussion on the
subject of Vienna’s social
housing program just five years
ago.
So we should challenge Reimer
to reimagine what would truly
relieve poverty and close the
education gap. The potential for
a radical change in the county
is here and, as socialists, we are
faced with the challenge of
organizing a mass movement to
make the potential possible,
and the possible a reality.
BY CHUCK HADEN

Finally, when cuts do come, we as
socialists have to be prepared to
take matters into our own hands to
ensure the safety of our comrades
and community. Stepping into the
vacuum the state once filled is one
of many ways we show that the
bourgeois state and capitalism fail
the everyday person. It’s in times of
financial crisis and confusion that
we can enter the lives of people
most affected by the inequalities
capitalism produces. It’s a time for
socialists and all people of goodwill
to be ready to mobilize for a radical
response to these routine crises.

BY SAM SEABORNAGAIN

HOW SHOULD
SOCIALISTS VIEW
HOUSING POLICY?
Councilperson Hans Reimer (DAt Large) was unanimously
voted in as the next
Montgomery County Council
President last
.
this Tuesda
past December.
Councilperson Nancy Navarro
(D – Dist 5) was elected Vice
President. Reimer takes up the
position from Roger Berliner (DDist 1) in what amounts to an
annual changing of the guard.
Reimer has been on the Council
since 2010. He styles himself as
a progressive, however Takoma
Park-based blog Left Hand View
has spent years compiling his
actual record as the people’s
representative. Reimer may be
on the right side of many
issues, but readers should
decide for themselves if Reimer
is really all he claims to be.
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A example of Vienna’s social housing project. The building
pictured was built during the Red Vienna period and remains
the longest residential building in the world.
The building’s name?
Karl Marx-hof (Karl Marx Court)

Cover art for Socialist magazine
“Liberator”, November, 1921.
Drawn by artist and socialist
feminist Cornelia Barns.
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